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Objectives
•Develop a climatological record of sea ice
thickness observations from on-ice surface-based
only observations of the Arctic Ocean
-Drill holes
-Cores-full depth
-Surface electromagnetic induction
•Data Records:
-Position, date, sea ice thickness, freeboard,
snow depth,
ice type, references (papers, reports, data
logs)
-Gridded data (thick MY, array) has separate
format
-Format (.csv, .xls)
•Early inspiration was Humfrey Melling (JGR ,
2002, similar archive for Canadian Archipelago)
out of respect and value of in situ observations for
remote sensing studies, and Ron Lindsay/Axel
Schweiger Unified archive

Methods
In order to collect data we relied heavily on the work and
help of others. Our collection currently has data collected
from 49 different campaigns, each with their own scopes
and objectives. Most of the data was provided by the
principal investigators themselves.
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In building this archive we have collected data
covering the arctic over the last century plus. One
issue though is the irregularity of this data. You
can see from the maps below that the locations are
heavily objective dependent and vary wildly from
one decade to the next

The archive is still being added to as new data becomes
available but at this point the project has collected enough
data to do a first analysis.

Overall Data
Amount of data is largely
from the 90s on when
measurements became
easier to take with better
technology.

Measurements became quicker
and more abundant with the
introduction of electromagnetic
induction.

Results
• Archive currently hosted at NSIDC, version
2 will be coming soon
• Most accurate and longest-term sea ice
thickness measurements (currently 1879 –
2013
• All measurements have value, although some
have more value than others = > known
scientific, sampling bias
• Publication to be submitted in the future.
• Still looking for new data sources to add.

Discussion

On Ice Measurements
are mostly taken in
the fall and spring
when Ice is thick
enough to work on
but weather is
manageable.
We made no assumptions in the age of the ice if
the original source did not identify its age,
leading to a large portion being unknown but we
still have a sizeable amount of both types.

Because of the variation difficulties we narrowed
our analysis to specific data. Here is a plot of
annual box whisker plots for first year early
spring data. You can see vary little change until
the 80s when the median tends to drop and
variation increases.
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This is one of the many plots that we made in
our first analysis to be fully submitted for
publication at a later date.

